Hospital evaluation mechanism based on mobile health for IoT system in social networks.
The uneven distribution of medical resources is a serious problem in developing countries. Those seeking timely treatment have difficulty choosing the right hospital. To found sustainable development with medical system, this paper establishes a model of the hospital confidence evaluation index by combining national evaluation and a third-party evaluation. The model is applied to a social network. Users from any region can use the model through APP in IoT, a hospital analysis index query, which selects the best hospital for diagnosis and treatment. The model can locate different personnel characteristics by modifying the control variables. Establishing a medical system with big data provides good model characteristics. Effective data analysis through large data users in the sample is established to provide the most effective hospital recommendation, which is a good solution to the selectivity problem. The contributions in this works are: (1) Models of initial trust and hospital evaluations are established by combining national and third-party assessments; (2) the initial trust evaluation model is modified and optimized by establishing control variables; (3) the trust evaluation mechanism of users in social networks is obtained through big data sampling and model analysis, and the balanced distribution of the medical staff is realized.